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RK Mission Critical, LLC Expands Operations in Denver
DENVER (July 18, 2019)— RK Mission Critical, LLC, (RKMC) one of the nation’s fastest growing modular
solutions providers, has announced today that the company is expanding its manufacturing operations
into a second facility in Aurora, CO. RKMC has recently leased a facility in Aurora adding 140,000 square
feet, which is projected to house approximately 100 additional staff. The facility will be setup using six
sigma, lean, 5S and ISO 9001:2015 principles and best practices.

“RK Mission Critical is expanding and upgrading its capacity and fabrication facilities in the Greater
Denver market,” said John Marrinucci, GM of RK Mission Critical, LLC. RK Mission Critical’s expansion is a
direct result of the growth of our nationwide business in the data and telecom markets. The facility will
allow us to broaden our capability for delivering higher volume projects and to accelerate the delivery
times associated with our customers’ offsite manufactured products. The investment was driven by
growing customer demands in the data and telecom market segments fueled by the explosive growth of
data by the internet of things (IoT), virtual reality, artificial intelligence and the entertainment and data
needs of individuals and businesses. The transition is very exciting for our company and our customers.”

About RK Mission Critical, LLC
RK Mission Critical, LLC, a RK Company, is one of the most innovative and fastest growing offsite
manufacturing and modular solutions companies in the United States. RK Mission Critical is the leader in the
design, manufacture, installation and servicing of a full range of custom IT, power, and cooling modular
solutions for commercial and industrial markets. RK Mission Critical’s unique go‐to‐market strategy combines
the strengths of RK’s long history of turnkey traditional and modular construction, industry leadership in 3D
Modeling, prefabrication, preassembly, off‐site manufacturing and the implementation of lean, six sigma,
and ISO 9001:2015 best practices. Headquartered in Denver, RK Mission Critical has loyal customers
worldwide in the data, telecom and power vertical markets. RK is a second‐generation, privately‐owned
company specializing in construction, manufacturing and service.
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